Mobile Health Applications to Optimize Chronic Disease
Management and Outcomes: Rheumatoid Arthritis
Background

Results

Discussion
• The 7 mHealth apps selected for inclusion in this research represented a variety of user
functionalities available for patients to self-manage their rheumatoid arthritis.
• All 7 apps tracked ‘disease activity assessment’ with a standardized descriptive numeric scale
(joint symptoms, morning stiffness, fatigue) and/or a composite index (DAS28, SDAI, CDAI, RAPID,
PAS). Only 2 of the 7 apps categorized disease activity as low, moderate, or high.
• ‘Assessment of functional status’ and ‘assessment of disease prognosis’ were each only found in
2 of 7 apps and should be considered as an essential feature for future apps.
• Some of the apps offered additional features such as disease activity trend charts, medication
reminder, note taking, and exportation of data to email which can improve patient compliance,
and facilitate the communication of disease activity status to health care providers.
• Innovative and customizable features have the potential to increase patient interactivity and
loyalty to an app. Notable features include camera capture of joint symptoms (MyRA), tapping to
record joint involvement (RheumaTrack RA), and customization of daily functionality entries.
• RheumaTrack RA had the most number of reviewer ratings (259 Android / 20 Apple). App users
cited the medication reminder, ability to track flares, and option to share disease activity trends
with health care providers as the most useful features. Areas of improvement cited by app users
include lack of option to track fatigue and daily functionalities such as working and exercising.
• One app (Rheumatoid Arthritis Diagnosis and Management) directly cited the 2012 American
College of Rheumatology Guidelines and effectively integrated composite index score correlation
with disease activity into the app.
• In the research, the authors found mHealth apps that contained unfounded claims to relieving RA
associated pain and methods to curing RA. Health care providers have a role in recommending a
mHealth app and educating patients on what constitutes a medically accurate and useful app.

Mobile health applications (mHealth apps) are defined by the FDA as ‘programs that run on
smartphones and other mobile devices that can be used to manage [their] own health and
wellness”¹. According to a 2012 mobile health study, 19% of smartphone owners have downloaded
an app specifically to track or manage health2. MHealth apps represent a growing modality to
enable patients to take ownership of tracking and managing their chronic disease states, such as
rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
With less than 20% of RA patients achieving clinical remission, there is an unmet need for new
approaches to empower patients to self-manage their rheumatoid arthritis3. Patient tracking of
symptoms and standardized measures of disease activity allows for better communication with
health care providers and the opportunity to utilize a treat-to-target strategy. With functions such
as disease activity tracking, medication reminders, and export to email, mHealth apps for
rheumatoid arthritis have the potential to lead to improved clinical outcomes.

Objective
To identify, categorize, and rank the variety of current mobile health applications (mHealth apps)
available in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) with a focus on disease activity tracking, patient selfmanagement, and the potential to improve disease outcomes.

Methods

Limitations

A search of mHealth apps was completed for both the iPhone and Android devices, the two leading
smartphone operating systems, in November 2013 – February 2014. The search term “rheumatoid
arthritis” resulted in n=32 iPhone apps from iTunes and n=198 Android apps from Google Play.
Apps were excluded if not in English or did not track RA disease activity. Based on the criteria, a
total of 7 apps were selected for inclusion in this research (n=4 Apple only, n=0 Android only, n= 3
Apple and Android).

• The rank tool for overall usability was not validated.
• Authors’ Ranking was calculated giving equal weight to ‘Useful/Relevant” and
‘Interface/Navigation’ scores. In actuality, patients preference may follow other criteria.
• While some apps may have been designed for use by the physician for diagnosis and
classification of RA severity, the research was focused on the disease activity tracking and selfmanagement of RA by the patient.

A qualitative and quantitative ranking tool was developed to evaluate the utility of these apps in
helping patients self-manage rheumatoid arthritis. This ranking tool assessed the overall usability
(1-5 star scale) of the mHealth apps based on two separate categories: Useful/Relevant (1-3 scale)
and Interface/Navigation (1-3 scale).

Conclusion
Currently available mHealth apps offer a variety of user functions for rheumatoid arthritis patients
to track disease activity and manage symptom flares. MHealth apps have proven to be a very
accessible and patient-friendly tool to track real-time RA symptoms and generate disease activity
scores. However, there is a need for apps to capture functional status and disease prognosis to
provide a more complete picture of the RA patient experience. Furthermore, apps could be
improved by better integration with clinical practice guidelines and other evidence-based practices.
Additional studies are necessary to determine the content components and design parameters that
will enable optimal use of mHealth apps by the RA community.

Definition of Useful/Relevant Scores (1-3)4
1. Standardized descriptive/numeric measures OR Composite Indexes OR Classification of Disease
Activity
2. (Standardized descriptive/numeric measures OR Composite Indexes) AND (Classification of
Disease Activity OR Functional Status Assessment OR Disease Prognosis Assessment)
3. (Standardized descriptive/numeric measures OR Composite Indexes) AND (Classification of
Disease Activity OR Functional Status Assessment OR Disease Prognosis Assessment) AND
(Relevant Additional Features)
Definition of Interface/Navigation Scores (1-3) 5
1. Confusing/messy/cluttered screen design; Complex data input process; information poorly
presented and subject to misinterpretation; extensive training required; intrusive
advertisements.
2. Average screen design; Average data input process; information adequately presented;
minimal training required; subtle advertisements.
3. Clear/clean/uncluttered screen design; Intuitive data input process; information well presented
and easy to understand; no training required; free of advertisements.
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